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Abstract

Background: Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is an electronic record of a
patient’s health information. Nowadays, the importance of EMR analysis is
increasing in medical informatics. An EMR is multi-modal data containing
medical text and medical concepts. Recent studies attempt to embed either
medical text or medical concepts to analyze an EMR partially. However, no type
of embedding understands an entire EMR, including both the medical text and
the medical concepts. Moreover, most medical concept embeddings train concept
sequences from the EMR. These embeddings do not reflect the ontology of the
medical concepts, which contain medical semantics. Thus, this study proposes a
novel medical ontology representation with medical text for understanding an
entire EMR.

Methods: First, we generated the International Classification of Disease
(ICD)-10 graph using the ICD-10 graph dataset we created and initialized each
node based on the pre-trained medical text embedding. Next, the ICD-10 nodes
were trained by the code sequences sampled from the ontology using the
encoder-decoder-based graph embedding. Lastly, we trained the ICD-10 nodes by
the relation between the ICD code and the text.

Results: For quantitative evaluation, we created similarity pairs of the ICD-10
codes dataset and compared the similarities of the ICD-10 code pairs. The
average cosine similarity of ours is 0.87, which is the highest average among the
comparison models. We also conducted a comparison of the similarity pairs using
open datasets. The pearson correlation coefficients of ours are about 0.461 to
0.463, which is similar to the best model, 0.464. Both comparisons demonstrated
that our medical ontology embedding performed well while maintaining the
medical text embedding characteristics.

Conclusions: In this study, we proposed a MedionRep which is a medical
ontology representation method using graph embedding with medical text.
MedionRep is a new medical concept embedding method with medical text and
reflect the ontology of the medical concept including medical semantics. Our
method could broaden the analysis of the EMR data, which includes several types
of medical data.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; electronic health records; electronic medical
records; graph embedding; international classification of diseases code; medical
concept embedding

Background

As the healthcare industry grows these days, the demand for medical-related ar-

tificial intelligence (AI) increases. The importance of Electronic Medical Record

(EMR) analysis is also increasing in medical informatics. The EMR is an electronic
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record of a patient’s health information and contains medical history, medication,

radiology images, laboratory results, etc. The standardization and sharing of mas-

sive EMR data enable a data-driven analysis of EMR using machine learning [1].

Machine learning is one of the data-driven analysis methods. In recent years, mas-

sive healthcare AI applications have been proposed such as the prediction of heart

failur [2], mortality [3][4][5], sepsis [6][7][8]. There is a process that must be carried

out first before creating a healthcare AI application. That is embedding. The em-

bedding is converting the input data to be analyzed into a computer-readable vector

format. After the embedding process, learning for tasks such as disease prediction

is carried out. That is, embedding has a significant impact on the performance of

the model to be made for the task in the future, and it is essential for an excellent

model to make a good quality embedding that reflects the meaning of words well.

Therefore, to analyze an EMR using data-driven-based deep learning, the first step

is to create an embedding that reflects the meaning of EMR data well.

The EMR is multi-modal data containing free-text and many medical concepts

(code) related to diseases, drugs, surgical methods, etc. For example, physicians

write free-text clinical notes when they diagnose and treat patients. The EMR

contains different kinds of the medical concept, including the International Classi-

fication of Diseases (ICD), Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC), and in-house

medical concepts used by hospitals. These various medical concepts are used to

represent a patient’s health and prescription status with free-text notes. Recently,

researchers have proposed new embeddings of the medical concepts and medical

text embedding separately.

Several studies report medical text embedding. Some studies proposed train-

ing the medical corpus (e.g., the PubMed abstract) using an existing embedding

method (e.g., Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)

[9])[10],[11]. Another study employed the modified conventional Word2Vec [12], [13]

and added the EMR free-text corpus to improve the medical understanding [14].

Various studies tried to embed the medical concept for their medical AI applica-

tions. Some studies try to embed medical concepts by the EMR concept sequence

rather than medical concept ontology [15], [16]. Other studies attempted to reflect

the ontology of the medical concept for drug-diseases relation extraction [17] and

cross-referencing between different medical concepts[18].

Previous studies indicate that conventional medical embeddings can only under-

stand medical textual words or the medical conceptual codes. Thus, analyzing an

entire EMR is limited because it contains both free-text and numerous medical

concepts. Various medical concepts (i.e., ICD-10 codes, ATC, SNOMED-CT) can

be transformed into a knowledge graph called an ontology. Medical concept ontolo-

gies are well-refined medical concepts. These ontologies already contain meaningful

semantics linking medical terms. Clinically meaningful embedding can be obtained

by reflecting the ontology information of the code system rather than embedding a

code sequence based on distributed hypothesis [19].

This paper proposes a new medical ontology embedding that understands both the

medical text and medical concept. Our proposed embedding reflects the ontology

information over the existing medical text-based embedding. In our approach, we

initialize the ICD-10 graph using pre-trained medical text embedding and adopt
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the node2vec embedding method, which reflects the structure of a graph. After

the training embedding, we also train the relation between medical concepts and

medical text to tighten them.

The significant contributions of this paper are:

• Combining medical concept embeddings without breaking the relationships in

the medical text embeddings. Therefore, a new embedding is created where

the text and code ontology information can coexist in the same embedding

space.

• Reflecting the ontology information to the whole embedding. As training from

the knowledge graph of the medical concept, our embedding reflects the med-

ical concept ontology information.

• Providing scalability for the EMR analysis. Unlike the existing methods, med-

ical text and medical concepts are combined as input. With additional infor-

mation, we can generate more accurate analysis results.

Related Work

In recent years, there have been numerous developed embedding methods based on

distributional hypothesis[19], including Word2Vec[12] [13], Glove[20], fasttext[21],

BERT [9]. In particular, the Word2Vec [12][13] and BERT[9] methods are widely

used in medical embedding. Historically, medical text embedding and medical con-

cept embedding have been developed independently.

Medical Text Embedding

According to [22], embedding trained using clinic notes of the EMR better captures

medical semantic than the embeddings trained using medical corpus (e.g., PubMed

abstract). Many existing medical text embedding methods attempt to train text in

an EMR over a large corpus (e.g., PubMed text). Projection embedding [14] was

used to modify Word2Vec [12] [13] to train a small EMR of free-text notes over

Wikipedia[1] and PubMed abstract[2] corpora. This method employed Wikipedia

for newly emerged diseases (e.g., COVID-19) combined with the EMR for better

medical semantic understanding. Moreover, they proposed projection embedding,

which is a modified form of Word2Vec. This method trains the EMR using a pre-

trained Wikipedia or PubMed embedding projection to compensate for the small

amount of data in EMR.

Studies have trained medical data using the BERT embedding method [9].

BioBert [10] trained the Pubmed abstracts and PubMed Central full text[3] us-

ing a Wikipedia pre-trained BERT. Clinical BERT [11] is an available pre-trained

BERT model that adds the clinic notes from MIMIC-III[23] as the training cor-

pus. These studies are used with medical text embeddings and can only understand

medical text words.

Medical Concept Embedding

Medical concept embedding has recently been proposed. Medical concept embedding

expresses the medical concept more intensively than plain text. Some studies[15][16]

[1]https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
[2]ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/baseline/
[3]ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/pmc/oa bulk/
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embedded the medical codes using Word2Vec except reflecting the ontology of med-

ical code. The medical concept embedding was trained with the ICD code sequence

from the EMR using a skip-gram of the Word2vec embedding method. In [18], mod-

ified pointwise mutual information (PMI)[24] and modified negative sampling[13]

were used to embed medical codes from different ontologies of medical codes.

These studies attempted to embed medical concepts using the modifiedWord2Vec.

Additionally, these studies trained the embedding model using code sequences from

the EMR rather than using medical code ontology.

Most medical concepts result from the refinement and classification of diagnosis,

medications, laboratory tests, and procedures. These codes can be expressed in a

tree or graph structure. The medical semantic is contained in this structure ontology.

In this paper, we will embed the code to reflect the inherent semantics of the code

ontology.

The previously mentioned studies embed either the medical text or the medical

concept (e.g., ICD code). This means that we can input only the free text of the

EMR or the medical concept of the EMR to the deep learning model and partially

analyze the EMR. However, the EMR is multi-modal data containing both medi-

cal text and medical concepts. Therefore, a new embedding method is required to

interpret an entire EMR.

Preliminary of Encoder and Decoder based Graph Embedding

In this section, we define the notations and briefly explain the graph embedding,

which is based on encoder and decoder. According to [25], encoder and decoder

based graph embedding consists of three parts : Encoder function (ENC), Decoder

function (DEC), and Similarity function.

Let us assume that v ∈ V , where V is a vertex set, and each v represents a node

(i.e., ICD-10 code in this paper). The encoding function maps vi to d-dimensions

in space R. This function reproduces the embedding vector of nodes. Equation (1)

represents this concept. Equation (2) defines that zv as an embedding vector of

the node v. Usually, a simple lookup of the embedding matrix is adopted as the

encoding function.

ENC : V → R
d (1)

zv = ENC(v) (2)

A pairwise decoding function predicts the relationship between the two nodes.

For instance, the decoding function can predict the existence of an edge between

two nodes. The similarity function represents the ground truth values. In this case,

the similarity function is the adjacency matrix. Reducing the gap between decoding

function value (DEC(zu, zv)) and the similarity function value (Similarity(u, v))

is the main goal when training the graph embedding.
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DEC(zu, zv) ≈ Similarity(u, v) (3)

As previously discussed, the lookup of the embedding is primarily used as an

encoding function. Therefore, we need to define the decoding function and the

similarity function to construct the graph embedding portion of our method.

Methods

In this section, we discuss our proposed scheme in detail. Fig. 1 depicts the overall

structure of our method. Our MedionRep consists of three main parts: graph gener-

ation, ontology information engraving, and concept-text relation training. First, we

transfer the medical concept into a graph data structure for ontology information

engraving. Next, MedionRep engraves the ontology information of medical concept

into the medical text embedding space. Lastly, we proceed concept-text relation

training for tightening the relation between medical concept and its related text

words. The rest of this section provides a detailed description of our methodology.

We use the ICD-10 code as a medical concept. We used up to four letters of the

ICD-10 code except U class and V class. Additionally, we utilize the texts from the

note events table from the MIMIC-III clinical database as the EMR data.

Graph Generation of medical Concept

We utilize the ICD-10 codes as a medical concept in this paper. There is no exist-

ing graph dataset of ICD-10 and we create a graph dataset of the ICD-10 codes.

Fig.2 shows a visual form of the ICD-10 graph dataset. From the root downward,

the ICD-10 ontology is divided into large-class nodes (e.g., A00-B99), medium-

class nodes(e.g., A00-A09), diagnosis nodes(e.g., A00,A02) and detailed-diagnosis

nodes(e.g., A00.0, A01.0). The medium-class can be several layers. For example, the

M40-M54 class is divided into M40-M43, M45-M49, and M50-M54. The C00-C97

class is divided into the C00-C75, C76-C80, C81-C96, and the C00-C75 class also is

split into the C00-C14, C15-C26, and so on. All nodes except diagnosis nodes and

detailed-diagnosis nodes are classifiers, and these nodes represent which category

the diagnosis node and the detailed-diagnosis node belong to. Both Diagnosis nodes

and detailed-diagnosis nodes are mainly used in a medical situation. We construct

an ICD-10 graph using the networX package [26] with the attribute ”name” to rep-

resent each node’s literal name. For instance, node C01 has the attribute ”name =

Malignant neoplasm of base of tongue”. There are 10604 nodes in our ICD10 graph.

Ontology Information Engraving

The left dotted box in Fig.1 represents the ontology information engraving training

steps. First, the node vectors are initialized to the average vector of each word in

the attribute name using a pre-trained Pubmed+EMR embedding. The initial value

is based on the value of the pre-trained embedding to prevent the code from being

embedded in the ontology method only. This is to ensure that ontology embedding

works well with the pre-trained medical text embedding.

Node sampling for preparing the training sets is a key factor in reflecting the on-

tology information in graph embedding. This paper adopts the sampling technique
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from the node2vec embedding method [27], which is a random walk-based methods

for reflecting a graph structure into a graph embedding. The node2vec embedding

method employs the return parameter p and in-out parameter q. The return pa-

rameter p is defined as the degree of returning to the initial node, and the in-out q

is defined as the degree of moving to other nodes from the initial node. The proper

parameters p and q depend on the size of graph, characteristics of the graph. The

optimal parameters p and q are obtained by grid search over some set of p, q.

Our proposed method samples nodes in two phases. One of the most characteristic

features of the ICD10 graph form is that about 80% of the nodes are located in

leaf nodes. In this case, if the entire graph is sampled with single pair of parameter

p and q without dividing the phase, we found that ontology learning for detailed

diagnostic nodes is hardly performed. Therefore, two-phase sampling is performed

by dividing the graph between the diagnostic node and the detailed diagnostic node

layer. Let the entire ICD-10 graph be visualized (shown in Fig.2) be G and let the

sub-graph from the root to 3 letter nodes (e.g., A01, and A02) be G′. In the first

phase, we set the q be greater than the p for broad exploration like a breadth-first

search of the G′. In our model, we set the p to 0.5 and the q to 2.0 for the G′.

These p and q values demonstrated the best performance in our experiments. In

the second phase, we set the p to be extremely larger than the q to learn the entire

graph ontology information by inducing a graph a depth-first search. We set the p

to 105 and the q to 10−5 for the G. Next, we first train the samples from G′ and

then train the samples from G.

As discussed in previous section, we need to define the encoding function, decoding

function, and similarity function to embed the nodes of the ICD-10 graph. The

lookup of the embedding matrix is used as the encoding function. We adopt decoding

and similarity functions from the node2vec embedding method [27] to reflect the

structural information to the embedding and well-training of the sampled node

sequences. The main concept of the node2vec metric is the probability that a target

node u appears from the starting node v in the random walk of length w. The

decoding function and similarity function for this method are expressed in (4) and

(5), respectively.

DEC(zu, zv) =
ez

T

u
zv

∑
k∈V ez

T
u
zk

(4)

Similarity(u, v) = Pw(u|v) (5)

Fig. 3 shows that the visualization of the ICD-10 nodes in two cases: after ini-

tializing weights and before training the graph embedding (left figure), and after

training the graph embedding (right figure). In Fig. 3, the target node is the C22

node and the rest of the nodes represent the 20 most similar ICD-10 nodes of the

target node, C22. In the left figure of Fig.3 there are unrelated codes (e.g., D135,

D376, K824, and Q44). After training ontology embedding, there are the associated

node with C22, including C23, C261, C19, and C154 shown in the right figure of

Fig. 3,
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Concept-Text Relation Training

To combine medical concept embedding with medical text embedding, we desinged

two modules: the average initializing, and the concept-text relation training. The

average initializing was performed based on the existing pre-trained medical text

embedding. The concept-text relation training will be preceded in this step.

In concept-text relation training part, we train the relation between the medical

concepts and the medical text for better performance. Fig.4 illustrates this proce-

dure. A concatenation of a medical concept and its literal name is considered to

be a sentence for the medical concept-text relation training. Next, we extract only

positive samples with the window size set to the maximum length of the sentences.

Finally, we train these samples using an Adam optimizer. In this learning phase,

the specific vectors of the medical concepts and the medical text are simultaneously

updated. This step tightens the relationship between the concepts and the texts in

our embedding.

Lastly, we set the α parameter, which adjusts the degree of the reflection of the

text-based embedding (Wi in Fig.1) and the ontology embedding (Wf in Fig.1).

We can obtain the final embedding W by adjusting α based on the EMR to be

analyzed. Equation 6 shows the calculation of the final embedding W .

W = (1− α) ∗Wi + α ∗Wf (6)

The relationship between the concept and the text gets looser as α approaches 0.

The relationship between the concept and the text gets stronger as α approaches

1. Finally, we obtain the final embedding W that can understand both the medical

concepts and the medical text.

Results ans Experiments

In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate our method. We create

the similarity pairs of the ICD-10 codes, which are examined by cardiologists from

the Seoul Asan Medical Center. We compute the cosine similarity of these pairs and

compare the similarity pairs with open datasets (e.g., Mayo and UMNSRS) for the

quantitative evaluation. In the qualitative evaluation, we visualize the results of the

50 most similar words for the specific ICD-10 codes.

Basic Word2Vec-based embeddings and projection-based embedding are used as

the comparison groups. We use Wikipedia and PubMed for the base embedding

training. According to [14], training a word embedding with an EMR to understand

the medical semantic is better than only-training with a large corpora, such as

Wikipedia and PubMed. We also use the free-text notes from the note event table

of the MIMIC-III clinical database v1.4[23] as the EMR data.

For basic Word2Vec embedding[12] [13], we train using Wikipedia, PubMed ab-

stracts, notes from MIMIC-III[23], and a combination of these three corpora. In

medical NLP, embedding is rarely used except for EMR. Therefore, we select

the ”Wiki+EMR”, ”Pubmed+EMR” and ”Wiki+Pubmed+EMR” combinations

for comparison. For the projection-based embedding, we use the Wikipedia corpus
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as the base embedding because it shows better performance than the PubMed-

based and the Wikipedia+PubMed based. Then, the projection-based embedding

is trained using notes from the MIMIC-III database [23].

The training setting of the basic Word2vec[12] [13], projection-based embedding,

[14], and base embedding of our proposed method are applied using an identical

technique for precise comparison. The settings are as follow: skip-gram, 12 window

sizes, 50 dimensions, 20 minimum word frequency, 5 negative samplings, and 0.0001

learning rate. We use a Gensim [28] for the basic Word2Vec training and imple-

ment a projection-based method using Keras [29]. We utilize the networkX [26] and

StellarGraph [30] Python packages to implement our method. [14]

ICD-10 Pair Comparison

A new dataset that contains clinically relevant concept pairs (i.e., the ICD-10 code

pair in this paper) is required to evaluate the quantitative performance of medical

concept embedding. We create our own set of similar ICD-10 code pairs verified

by cardiologists from the Seoul Asan Medical Center. This dataset includes 43

pairs of similar or related ICD-10 codes. We calculate the cosine similarities for

all pairs in this dataset and calculate the average. The ICD-10 codes cannot be

directly understood by the Word2Vec and projection text embeddings. Therefore,

the average vector of each ICD-10 code literal name is used as the input. In contrast,

our proposed embedding directly uses the ICD-10 code as input.

Table 1 details the cosine similarity scores of the selected ICD-10 pairs. Table

2 shows the average of all the ICD-10 pairs cosine similarity scores for all of the

embeddings. Overall, our proposed method (hereafter referred to as MedionRep)

outperformed the Word2Vec based embeddings and the projection embedding. As

α increases, MedionRep shows better performance. This is because the α represents

the degree of the reflection of the ontology embedding or text embedding. The

higher the α, the higher the reflection of the ontology embedding. We observe the

best performance in this evaluation when α is close to 0.9.

For ICD-10 pairs located close in the ontology, MedionRep shows higher similarity

than the Word2Vec based embedding and the projection embedding. I10-I20, I20-

I21, I21-I25, I61-I63, and J30-J32 are closely located in the ICD-10 ontology and

show the highest score among the counter embeddings. Most of the scores are greater

than 0.95. However, the Word2Vec based embeddings show poor performance (e.g.,

I10-I20 and I20-I21 from ”PubMed+EMR”) even though the two medical concepts

are similar. Projection embedding shows inconsistent performances depending on

the ICD-10 pair. Projection embedding show poor performance at I10-I20 and good

performance at I20-I21, I21-I25, I61-I63, and J30-J32.

In the ICD-10 pairs located a little further in the ontology, MedionRep also shows

good performance for the I10-I63, I10-I70, I20-I63, and I20-I70 pairs, which have

different parent nodes. Most of the scores are close to 0.83 because the two terms are

not closely located. Even though these are lower scores than the previous case (e.g.,

0.9545 for I20-I21), our method shows improvement compared to the Word2Vec

based and the projection-based embeddings.

In the I25-I70, I61-I70, J32-J45, and N18-N30 ICD-10 pairs, projection-based

embedding outperforms MedionRep. The MedionRep method scores less when the
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two terms are located further apart. When the words constituting the term are

similar, or the co-occurrence ratio is high, the projection embedding method shows

the best performance in the medical text embedding and can generate a better

similarity than MedionRep. If there is a little distance between the two terms on the

ontology, our proposed method comes out lower than the projection. The difference

between the projection embedding and our MedionRep method is only about 0.02.

Our MedionRep method also treats the two terms which are similar as an absolute

number.

For the I21.2-I25, I21.3-I25.5, I25.3-I61, and I25.3-I70 pairs, our MedionRep

method scores are highest among the counter embeddings. The score is penalized

as the number of digits increases and the distance increases. Nevertheless, all of the

pairs are treated in similar words. This occurs because the whole graph is divided

by the range of the sampling to generate the sub-graph.

In the F20-F32 and F41-F51 pairs, our MedionRep method with an α equal to

0.8 shows the best score. An F class is a disease code group with many sequential

occurrences or co-occurrences. In particular, the F20-F32 and F41-F51 pairs are

disease codes that frequently co-occur. When frequent simultaneous occurrence,

text embedding can be advantageous with frequent simultaneous occurrences. It is

advantageous because the case of α = 0.8 with a little bit of text embedding shows

better performance than the case of α = 0.9, which reflects the ontology embedding

more than the text embedding.

Open Medical Term Pair Comparision

The relationship between the text word vectors changes during the combining of the

medical concept embedding with the existing text embedding. This change often

leads to poor performance of the text embedding. Our proposed MedionRep method

minimizes this change and this evaluation verifies it.

In a second quantitative evaluation, we compare the similarity between the two

medical terms with several open dataset (MayoSRS[31], MiniMayoSRS[32][33],UMNSRS-

Relatedness[34], UMNSRS-Similarity[34], UMNSRS-Relatedness-MOD[35], and

UMNSRS-Similarity-MOD [35]). These datasets are a set of medical concept pairs

with the similarity score determined by medical coders, physicians, and medical

residents from the Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota Medical School.

The higher the similarity score, the higher the similarity between the two medical

term pairs. MayoSRS contains medical concept pairs for semantic relatedness. Mini-

MayoSRS is a subset of the MayoSRS, which contains 29 pairs that are highly scored

by raters. UMNSRS-Relatedness contains related Unified Medical Language Sys-

tem (UMLS) concept pairs and UMNSRS-Similarity contains similar UMLS concept

pairs. The UMNSRS -Relatedness-MOD and UMNSRS-Similarity-MOD are sub-

sets of the UMNSRS-Relatedness and UMNSRS-Similarity, respectively. UMNSRS-

Relatedness-MOD and UMNSRS-Similarity-MOD exclude unrelated clinical and

biomedical concept pairs.

We use each pair’s similarity score to represent ground truth and calculate the

cosine similarity of two medical terms in the datasets. After that, we estimate the

Pearson correlation coefficient between the ground truth and the list of calculated

cosine similarities.
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Table 3 shows the result of this evaluation. In this evaluation, we examine the per-

formance of the text embedding portion. Overall, the average of ”Pubmed+EMR”

resulted in the best performance with a score of 0.4640. Our proposed MedionRep

method with α set to 0.2 also shows similar performance with a score of 0.4636 indi-

cating a minimal difference. In the Mayo series, the “Pubmed+EMR” performs the

best. Our MedionRep method performed second best, with a slightly lower score.

The lower the α value, the higher the performance in our method. The effect of the

ontology embedding decreases when α is lowered, and consequently, the effect of

the text embedding increases. In other words, the higher the α, the more affected

the ontology embedding. The higher the α, the lower the performance in the Mayo

series pairs. This occurs because the embedding of the ontology adversely affects

the existing text embedding. However, the proposed MedionRep method minimizes

the changes which cause a breaking relationship between the text words with little

difference compared to the best performance by “Pubmed+EMR.” For the Mini-

MayoSRS database, we observed that α increases by only using the selected data

in all cases.

The UMNSRS databases are sets of text words on a wide range of biomedical

and clinic topics divided into similar and related pairs. For the UMNSRS related-

ness and similarity databases, our proposed scheme (α = 0.9) shows the best per-

formance, 0.4375, and 0.4990 repectively. However ”Pubmed+EMR” method also

shows similar values of 0.4366, and 0.4970 respectively. From these results, we infer

that the proposed MedionRep method shows better performance without break-

ing the relationship between the text embedding. UMNSRS-Relatedness-Mod and

UMNSRS-Similarity-Mod are subsets of the UMNSRS-Relatedness and UMNSRS-

Similarity, respectively. Since these databases contain more relevant words than

the previous UMNSRS databases, all of the embeddings perform better compared

to the UMNSRS-Relatedness and UMNSRS-Similarity databases. In this case, the

”Wiki+Pubmed+EMR” shows the best performance, with scores of 0.5036, and

0.5674. The UMNSRS-Relatedness-Mod database shows a difference of about 0.03

compared to our MedionRep method, but the UMNSRS-Similarity-Mod database

shows a slightly larger difference of 0.05. Overall, as our proposed MedionRep

method shows stable results in all data sets, thus proving that our proposed Medion-

Rep embeds medical concepts without significantly breaking the relationship with

medical text embedding.

Finally, we visualize the embedding results from our proposed MedionRep method

using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Fig.5 displays the 50 related nodes of

C90, F01, G30, and I50 nodes. The target nodes are shown as the largest node in

each embedding space, and the 50 related nodes are shown as smaller nodes than

the target node. We observe that embedded nodes are generally well-gathered, and

the related nodes are near the target node location.

Discussion

The structured characteristics of the ICD-10 code are different for each classifica-

tion. For example, the I00- I99 class (i.e., Diseases of the circulatory system), which

is one of the largest classes, and there is a tendency for the disease to sequentially

progress in the code. It is likely to proceed in the order of I10 (Essential hyper-

tension), → I20 (Angina pectoris), → I25 (Chronic ischaemic heart disease), → I21
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(Acute myocardial infarction), → I61 (Intracerebral haemorrhage), → I63 (Cere-

bral infarction). In the case of F00-F99 (Mental and behavioural disorders), the

F22 (Persistent delusional disorders), F51 (Nonorganic sleep disorders), and F32

(Depressive episode) codes are likely to occur simultaneously.

However, even if the code is located in a similar location, it is possible that it

is not a similar disease or may not develop at the same time. For the C01-C99

class, C16 (Malignant neoplasm of stomach), C22 (Malignant neoplasm of liver and

intrahepatic bile ducts), and C25 (Malignant neoplasm of liver and intrahepatic bile

ducts) are close in the codes. These codes are classified as codes in similar locations

due to the commonality of the Malignant neoplasm. Moreover, a close location does

not mean that these diseases are likely to co-occur or at the same time. Therefore,

codes located close to the ontology may be less relevant. Usually, our embedding

predicts that it is highly relevant if the code is in a similar position in the code

ontology. In the case of the C01-C99 class, our embedding might show degraded

performance. Therefore we need to adjust the proper α value for a specific C class

for the appropriate application, which is a downstream task if desired by the user.

Our proposed MedionRep method is capable of understanding both the medical

text and the medical concepts, as opposed to only understanding either the medical

text embedding or the medical concept embedding when analyzing the entire EMR.

This work can be extended by applying another medical concept such as NDC and

embedding multiple medical concept with medical text into one embedding space.

However, there is a limitation of our proposed work. Our MedionRep reflects the

ontology of medical concept and considers the codes which are located close in the

ontology as similar terms. When the classification criteria are different for each

class(e.g., C class and F class mentioned in the previous paragraph), the nuance

of the most similar concept judged by our proposed MedionRep may vary from

class to class. Therefore, we designed the α parameter to alleviate this limitation.

The α parameter adjusts the ratio between medical concept embedding and the

medical text embedding. An α value between 0.5 and 0.8 is appropriate for the

entire embedding.

Conclusions

This paper proposes a new medical ontology embedding method called MedionRep,

which employs graph embedding. Unlike existing methods, the MedionRep embed-

ding method contains two types of data (e.g., medical words and medical codes) for

the EMR analysis. Our research enables rich analysis by understanding EMR with

both medical text and medical concepts. We both quantitatively and qualitatively

evaluate our proposed method. These evaluations verify that our embedding re-

flects the ICD-10 ontology information to the ICD-10 code embedding and merges

with the medical text embedding without breaking the relationship between the

medical words. As training from medical concept ontology which is regarded as a

knowledge graph, there is an advantage. Our proposed MedionRep can learn objec-

tive knowledge of medical concept without the bias of training data (i.e., ICD-10

sequences from EMR, consisting of particular ICD-10 codes) and concern of the

number of training data. However, there is a limitation of our work. Since codes in

close positions in the ontology are viewed as similar words, the nuances of similar
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words may differ for each class if the classification criteria are changed for each class

when defining the ontology. Several future studies remain in this research. First, the

embedding of several medical concepts (e.g., ICD-10 code and NDC code) into a

single embedding space may be a future task. Finally, application verification for

our proposed MedionRep embedding method remains for a follow-up study.
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Figures

Figure 1 Overall structure of the proposed method
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Figure 2 ICD-10 ontology visualization using our ICD-10 graph dataset

Figure 3 Visualization of the ICD-10 nodes after node initializing in embedding space Ri (left)
and ICD-10 nodes after training ontology information engraving in embedding space Rt (right)
using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The C22 node represents a target node. The rest of
the nodes indicate the 20 most similar nodes of the target node. There are unrelated nodes (e.g.,
D376, K824) shown in the left figure. After training the ontology embedding, the only related
nodes are selected as the 20 most similar nodes shown in the right figure.

Figure 4 Sampling and training Procedure of the concept and text relation training

Figure 5 Visualization of target code’s 50 most similar ICD-10 codes using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). The target nodes (i.e., C90, F01, G30, and I50) were randomly
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Table 1 Extraction of the 5 most similar words to each input code using word embedding models

ICD Term pair
Word2Vec

Projection
Ours

Wiki+EMR Pubmed+EMR Wiki+Pubmed+EMR
Ours

a = 0.9
Ours

a = 0.8
Ours

a = 0.5
Ours

a = 0.2
I10

Essential(primary) hypertension
I20

Angina pectoris
0.617237 0.35647 0.527157 0.664072 0.857427 0.84803 0.794366 0.632776

I10
Essential(primary) hypertension

I63
Cerebral infarction

0.534124 0.381881 0.542013 0.727649 0.834249 0.825144 0.774667 0.626551

I10
Essential(primary) hypertension

I70
Atherosclerosis

0.61906 0.191216 0.554215 0.760461 0.817353 0.801271 0.716453 0.500507

I20
Angina pectoris

I21
Acute myocardial infarction

0.695868 0.482994 0.640412 0.884295 0.95455 0.946274 0.896874 0.744606

I20
Angina pectoris

I63
Cerebral infarction

0.498423 0.250978 0.432017 0.80553 0.83082 0.81688 0.741139 0.538369

I20
Angina pectoris

I70
Atherosclerosis

0.631687 0.409095 0.555519 0.783266 0.837473 0.824972 0.759305 0.602404

I21
Acute myocardial infarction

I25
Chronic ischaemic heart disease

0.756248 0.677981 0.719612 0.94566 0.977777 0.97492 0.955095 0.876022

I21.2
Acute transmural myocardial infarction

of other sites

I25
Chronic ischaemic heart disease

0.828314 0.761725 0.815618 0.911540 0.928121 0.924283 0.904688 0.854007

I21.3
Acute transmural myocardial infarction

of unspecified site

I25.5
Ischaemic cardiomyopathy

0.799282 0.705931 0.793451 0.881932 0.912833 0.903654 0.85909 0.760811

I25.3
Aneurysm of heart

I61
Intracerebral haemorrhage

0.686284 0.548904 0.668795 0.796803 0.834401 0.830469 0.806502 0.733664

I25
Chronic ischaemic heart disease

I70
Atherosclerosis

0.60235 0.28073 0.571466 0.879232 0.835606 0.823055 0.754345 0.570502

I25.3
Aneurysm of heart

I70
Atherosclerosis

0.634291 0.265740 0.571397 0.656353 0.799416 0.786065 0.712326 0.52376

I61
Intracerebral haemorrhage

I63
Cerebral infarction

0.828573 0.751647 0.812114 0.878434 0.966855 0.963233 0.941255 0.872185

I61
Intracerebral haemorrhage

I70
Atherosclerosis

0.591873 0.217485 0.562741 0.787886 0.75507 0.736968 0.647324 0.449824

F20
Schizophrenia

F32
Depressive episode

0.734625 0.669657 0.718826 0.802276 0.861834 0.862417 0.857068 0.808702

F20
Schizophrenia

F51
Nonorganic sleep disorders

0.701571 0.568012 0.754401 0.824845 0.860941 0.858718 0.840104 0.761067

F32
Depressive episode

F41
Other anxiety disorders

0.784391 0.642887 0.778016 0.824857 0.870721 0.868572 0.853463 0.792601

F32
Depressive episode

F51
Nonorganic sleep disorders

0.763378 0.621002 0.835819 0.746794 0.851236 0.848647 0.831526 0.767373

F41
Other anxiety disorders

F51
Nonorganic sleep disorders

0.876281 0.755774 0.867316 0.896847 0.89678 0.896923 0.893622 0.863354

J30
Vasomotor and allergic rhinitis

J32
Chronic sinusitis

0.75712 0.562256 0.695509 0.927679 0.96898 0.964006 0.932079 0.812552

J31
Chronic rhinitis, nasopharyngitis

and pharyngitis

J32
Chronic sinusitis

0.812331 0.675377 0.788267 0.968676 0.978166 0.980795 0.9807 0.98056

J32
Chronic sinusitis

J45
Asthma

0.71763 0.601529 0.673234 0.865178 0.853692 0.855888 0.856019 0.856088

N17
Acute renal failure

N30
Cystitis

0.616321 0.424285 0.55692 0.805435 0.855102 0.84871 0.807889 0.672204

N18
Chronic kidney disease

N30
Cystitis

0.713509 0.490069 0.649639 0.861052 0.849878 0.844305 0.809991 0.700476
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Table 2 Average of cosine similarities for similar ICD10 code pairs set we created

Word2Vec
Projection

Ours

Wiki+EMR PubMed+EMR Wiki+PubMed+EMR
Ours

a = 0.9
Ours

a = 0.8
Ours

a = 0.5
Ours

a = 0.2
Similar ICD-10 word pairs

Average of cosine similarities 0.711778 0.534551 0.682194 0.855268 0.870578 0.864785 0.830749 0.725989

Table 3 Pearson correlation coefficient between the similarity value and the list of cosine similarities
of two medical pair calculated with word embedding models

Word2Vec
Projection

Ours

Wiki+EMR Pubmed+EMR Wiki+Pubmed+EMR
Ours

α = 0.9
Ours

α = 0.8
Ours

α = 0.5
Ours

α = 0.2
Mayo

MayoSRS 0.219939 0.322944 0.280534 0.015373 0.308711 0.310332 0.315164 0.319893
MiniMayoSRS 0.427627 0.541682 0.454335 0.223404 0.533470 0.534462 0.537329 0.540009

UMNSRS
UMNSRS Relatedness 0.320192 0.436663 0.420611 0.211006 0.437590 0.437586 0.437442 0.437066
UMNSRS Relatedness Mod 0.408632 0.472277 0.503658 0.212519 0.473744 0.473711 0.473435 0.472858
UMNSRS Similarity 0.387678 0.497058 0.485515 0.157698 0.499044 0.498889 0.498333 0.497626
UMNSRS Similarity Mod 0.466346 0.513683 0.567419 0.141235 0.516561 0.516323 0.515497 0.514481

Average 0.371736 0.464051 0.452012 0.160206 0.461520 0.461884 0.462867 0.463656
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Figure 1

Overall structure of the proposed method 



Figure 2

ICD-10 ontology visualization using our ICD-10 graph dataset



Figure 3

Visualization of the ICD-10 nodes after node initializing in embedding space Ri (left) and ICD-10 nodes
after training ontology information engraving in embedding space Rt (right) using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). The C22 node represents a target node. The rest of the nodes indicate the 20 most similar
nodes of the target node. There are unrelated nodes (e.g., D376, K824) shown in the left �gure. After
training the ontology embedding, the only related nodes are selected as the 20 most similar nodes shown
in the right �gure. 



Figure 4

Sampling and training Procedure of the concept and text relation training



Figure 5

Visualization of target code’s 50 most similar ICD-10 codes using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The target nodes (i.e., C90, F01, G30, and I50) were randomly


